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About This Game

You are astronaut stucked in space after an alien object almost destroyed your space station and you have no equipment to come
back to Earth. What are you going to do in open space until boredom kills you? Your crew knows the answer!

1 player training mode with online scoreboard

Up to 4 players party mode

6 disciplines - Race, Football, Spaceball, Survival, Bomb and Intestines, play them one by one or challenge your friends
in tournament

Easy player control, hard movement in space - you have to train hard for being the best

A lot of fun, awesome sound effects

Crazy fights
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Title: Fatty Space
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
TOPA Games
Publisher:
TOPA Games
Release Date: 24 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E5200

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9800GTX+ (1GB)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: For the best experience, we recommend a gaming keyboard to avoid "too many keys pressed" problem or
controllers.

English,Czech,French,Italian,Japanese,German,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese,Polish,Russian
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retroperitoneal fatty space. fatty acid space. fatty tissue space. fatty acid in space. fatty space. fatty tissue space meaning. fatty
spaces of face

I adored "The Lost Crown" and cannot wait for "Blackenrock" to come out. "Midnight Horror" is something I highly
recommend, but only for people in the same position.. I am enjoying this game so far, the only thing i cannot stand is the art of
the people portraits, (The art needs to be deleted completely, even if they don't replace it). The monster art is awesome though.
Gameplay is fun, combat is a little rough around the edges (point and click needs help).

I would like to see item slots for armor and weapons.. Press Reload Button to Get Achievement Simulator 2016. This is
ridiculous.. Ok after finish all achivements and see that comunity maps ... not work (at least for me).... i have to say is not a bad
game.. actually remember me a little other plataformers... but basicly game is like this...
1. there is a square map, and floors, disapear floors, false floors,spines on some floor, a ball with a spines and some creature,
your objective is get 3 items and go to door... well being honest you no need get those 3 items all the time.. but i think it should
for make game really long and interesting.
2. you have 5 movements, first the classic left and right, second jump .. and here is a big cons... jump is sensitive a lot senstive ..
alot of times died cause jump too high ... you can combine jump and left and right. and last rotate screen left or right as long
you are hitting a floor... IMPORTANT.. you cannot move left and right or rotate again after rotate screen if you are not on a
floor. Basicly the game will give priority to the gravity and will move all the way until hit floor or die.
3. so becomes a puzzle with sensitive controls.. that a lot of times will say... really i'm not a machine to do something so precise
without fail... like when you have to run.. jump and take cover of a row of balls.. and there is only 1 safe zone that is too narrow.
The creatures can be killed using the ball with spines.. so that requieres plan too.. where you are, where is enemy.. use rotate
screen to move the ball .. etc... if a ball is up from you when you fall... is ok keep moving to left or right and you can evade... as
long you can move those places.
4. this for me is a con.. but well for others will be not... the hidden floors sometimes work fine cause are a laberynth.. other
times will make you fail.. and fail.. and will become a game about die .. see what floors were false.. and memorize... could be
fun sometimes... other times... when the item is hidden in those floors are a pain.
5. the Disapear floors are for move left of right fast.. you can't use them for jump again.. and actually that is ok.
6. music... well i suggest mute and put youtube or something.. this game dont take much ram.. or anything.
7. this is very negative.. screen change the illumination a lot when you die.. sometimes becomes too black.. and for this type of
game ... that is very bad.
so at the end.. game is fun... have a a level editor if you want keep yourself busy making challegenes and test them.. sadly i dont
see the public one working... also game is too sensitive sometimes for their own good... failing and failing cause ask a precise
thing is not fun after a while... but if you can keep your patience you will enjoy the game.... The music is easily the best thing to
come out of the game.

However, there are two strikes against it: One, is that steam doesn't allow you to buy just the soundtrack without buying the
game.

Second, is that the beautiful atmospheric tracks which lack the game's transition sounds, (which are a man with a very deep
voice saying a few words that include the segment's title) is marred by the words "Give Up The Ghost" near the end of each
track, which is what the game plays to indicate to you that this is now the boss fight.. simple and hard afrer 2k points. Got it for
free, awesome game.. Vertical Drop Heroes HD is pretty neat, you have to make it from the top of a level to the bottom of a
level and get out the exit, to make it to the next level ala Spelunky, with a lot more combat involved. Although a lot of it can be
avoided and there are achievements for getting through levels without killing things so it's more a playstyle choice.

It is a roguelike so you get to unlock new classes and perks, you can purchase persistent upgrades with currency collected
throughout each level\/from killed npcs; also you can levelup your character (start each game at level 1) which increases
numbers (damage, hit points).. Can't recommend, it was so buggy I wasn't able to play it despite trying for 3h. If you must go for
it, watch the refund counter.. I was recommended to play this game and I have to say this is among the best of text-based genre.
The story is breathtaking and engaging with satisfying romance. The saga is wonderous and believable enhanced by brilliant
writing.

Although there are several flaws that are hard to ignore (spoiler alert).

One is the main villain. He's just so stereotyped like other villains in superhero movies. Since he is your father, I had expected
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more interactions with him and more depth to his character, like turning him around by high persuasion skill or appealing to his
fatherly love for you, but no, he's just a stereotyped ambitious short-sighted villain. It was a huge disappointment to me.
Second is I felt that some characters are just inserted into the story to "add flavors" to romance arcs, but they are just so
unlikable with no redeeming qualities, like a rich man's son who literally shoots you then tries to steal your aero and the
manipulative female fatale who sabotages and murders to overtake your nation. Even though they did spice up the story quite a
bit, I can't help but feel they should be replaced with more interesting and less stereotyped characters.
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Wait for the sale goes on sale.. Runers is a roguelike very much reminiscient of The Binding of Isaac. You slowly power up as
you venture, through rooms, deeper into the meat of the game.

Runers is challenging. Heck, it is downright brutal. After three hours I finally beat the first boss (and mostly because I fought
one of the easier bosses) only to die right away in the next area because it introduced stuff I'd not yet seen. That's what makes
these games great, when they can hit you with a curveball just as you begin to think you can hit a homerun.

The rune system of developing spells is pretty intriguing, albeit very tricky just starting out. I am noticing that entire runs can be
dedicated to trying different combinations of runes hoping to find that one spell that really accents my playstyle. The rune
system is interesting, furthermore, because it challenges you to decide between upgrading your current spell and building a new
one altogether which, if you're a newbie, is kind of like playing a slot machine.

There are definitely flaws with the game, however. It doesn't have that level of polish that the Binding of Isaac has, nor does it
really feel flushed out and well balanced. The art is consistent and classic-style, which is great, but it gets lost in the level design.
The maps are pretty much all the same, on the levels I played. Rooms are slightly different looking but there are only a handful
of room types and things that might happen in those rooms. You've got the boss room, normal rooms, and challenge rooms. All
of which might spawn as an aura room, but for the most part you're looking at only three room variants. Hopefully in a future
patch we'll see this expanded upon, as it is certainly one of the major lowpoints for the game right now.

The music is solid, and the controls feel well thought out. There is currently no controller support which is a bummer, but it
plays just fine without. I do have one complaint, however, with the keybinds for hotkey spells. With all the frantic action it is
incredibly frustrating to stop what you're doing to hit a hotkey. If you're using your mouse buttons to fire your primary spells
then the hotkeys will not (at least not for me) activate properly. You've got to stop moving or stop firing to shoot off the hotkey
spells which makes them near-useless.

Great game and I'm sure we'll see my concerns addressed in future patches.. This game is quite fun is some ways, but the
challenge mode is god awful. 1. Some challenges are so easy it's wrong calling it a challenge. Other challenges are so hard that it
is indeed, impossible to get all of the stars. 2. The physics is just incorrect and annoying. For example, i had my vehicle just
scrolling along, it was perfectly balenced, but then randomly turned right. I retry and it does the same thing but goes left. I don't
even need to press any buttons.

This game is just not worth the ten bucks.. A very humorous game poking fun at all the traditional RPG cliches. Also... female
armor! >=3. This game has everything you could want from a brawler. It has quirky humor mixed with blood and guts. At times
the difficulty is near Battletoads, which I feel is a great thing. Challenge accepted for accepting my money Sucker Free Games.
The best thing about Dungeons is that it's 3 player. So once I make 2 friends all of us can enjoy this epic adventure. I'm a pretty
lonely guy and most of the time I don't post reviews because I'm also very shy but I was compelled to post a review of this game.
Dungeons: The Eye of Draconus brought back childhood memories of visiting my cousins and playing Double Dragon with
them. It was one of the only times I got to play videos games with other people. Sure I play games online with people but it's
easy for people to accept you if they don't have to see you. Rose is cool but my favorite is Gleobryn and his awesome super
wicked cool chicken.. Want some feels? Play this. Just as amazing as the first game. I beat this game in 15 hours, and I
absolutely feel I got my moneys worth, no regrets.
Make sure you get the bonus episode for additional nostalgia and more feels. If your invested into the characters its worth the
extra cost IMO.
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